The thermal Hall conductance K of the fractional quantum Hall state at filling fraction ν = 5/2 has recently been measured to be K = 2.5π 2 k 2 B T /3h [M. Banerjee et al., Nature 559, 205 (2018)]. The half-integer value of this result (in units of π 2 k 2 B T /3h) provides strong evidence for the presence of a Majorana edge mode and a corresponding quantum Hall state hosting quasiparticles with non-Abelian statistics. Whether this measurement points to the realization of the PH-Pfaffian or the anti-Pfaffian state has been the subject of debate. Here we consider the implications of this measurement for anti-Pfaffian edge-state transport. We show that in the limit of a strong Coulomb interaction and an approximate spin degeneracy in the lowest Landau level, the anti-Pfaffian state admits low-temperature edge phases that are consistent with the Hall conductance measurements. These edge phases can exhibit fully-equilibrated electrical transport coexisting with partially-equilibrated heat transport over a range of temperatures. Through a study of the kinetic equations describing low-temperature electrical and heat transport of these edge states, we determine regimes of parameter space, controlling the interactions between the different edge modes, that agree with experiment.
Introduction
Since the discovery of the quantum Hall plateau at filling fraction ν = 5/2 [1] , the nature of the ground state of this system has been the subject of debate. Numerical studies point toward either the Moore-Read Pfaffian state [2, 3] or its particle-hole conjugate, the anti-Pfaffian state [4, 5] , as the true ground state of the system [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Both of these states host quasiparticles with non-Abelian statistics. On the other hand, quantum point contact tunneling experiments [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] support either the anti-Pfaffian state, the SU (2) 2 state, or the Abelian 331 or 113 states. Observation of upstream neutral modes [16, 17] only hints at the realization of a non-Abelian state.
As first pointed out by Kane and Fisher [18] , the thermal Hall conductance K provides a sensitive probe of the topological order of a fractional quantum Hall (FQH) state. K/T equals the difference in the number of right and left moving chiral edge modes (in units of κ 0 = π 2 k 2 B 3h at temperature T ) for an Abelian quantum Hall state; more generally, K is determined by the chiral central charge c − = c R − c L of the edge states [19] (c R/L is the sum of the right/left, i.e., holomorphic/anti-holomorphic, central charges of the edge modes). Consequently, the remarkable measurement of Banerjee et al. [20] that finds K = 2.5κ 0 T at ν = 5/2 provides strong evidence for a non-Abelian quantum Hall state. Taken at face value, this result suggests the recently proposed topological order, the particle-hole symmetric Pfaffian state (PH-Pfaffian) [21] which has chiral central charge c − = 5/2, is realized. One explanation [22] for the apparent contradiction between this experimental result and prior numerical work invokes disorder and Landau Level mixing, which are inevitably present in any real sample, but difficult to include in numerics. Another scenario is that long-range disorder results in puddles of Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states, which (intuitively) contribute (c Pfaffian − + c anti−Pfaffian − )/2 = (7/2 + 3/2)/2 to the thermal Hall conductance. The resulting state can exhibit the thermal Hall conductance of K = 2.5κ 0 T in some parameter regimes [23] [24] [25] . However, the conditions for this observation were found to be rather restrictive.
Simon [26] has proposed an alternative interpretation: The experimental measurement may not directly reflect the bulk topological order; instead K = 2.5κ 0 T may be due to suppressed thermal equilibration relative to charge equilibration of anti-Pfaffian edge modes. This partial equilibration is believed to occur at ν = 2/3 and potentially ν = 8/3 [20, 27] . The distinction between various candidate ν = 5/2 states, based on the thermal Hall conductance, is clear only if the different edge channels of the quantum Hall sample are well equilibrated with each other. If instead there's no equilibration between edge modes, the thermal Hall conductance is proportional to the total central charge c = c R + c L of the edge state. If the edge modes only partially equilibrate, the thermal Hall conductance can in principle take any value between the fully-equilibrated conductance and the non-equilibrated one.
(These statements are true only if ideal contacts are assumed [28, 29] -see Appendix C.) The Pfaffian state has three bosonic modes and one Majorana mode (with central charge c Majorana = 1/2), all moving "downstream" along the edge. Assuming the contacts are ideal, the resulting thermal Hall conductance equals K = 7 2 κ 0 T , which is not consistent with the measurement K = 2.5κ 0 T . The anti-Pfaffian state has three "downstream" bosonic modes, one "upstream" bosonic mode, and one "upstream" Majorana mode. Therefore, depending on the degree of equilibration, the thermal Hall conductance of the anti-Pfaffian state can take any value between K = 3 2 κ 0 T and K = 9 2 κ 0 T . Since the electrical Hall conductance G = 5 2 σ 0 [20] (σ 0 = e 2 /h), realization of this idea requires partial thermal equilibration simultaneous with full charge equilibration, at least of the edge modes belonging to the first Landau level.
There have been a variety of different scenarios proposed for partial equilibration of the anti-Pfaffian edge state. Simon [26] originally suggested that the low velocity of the Majorana mode combined with long-range disorder might hinder the equilibration of the Majorana mode with the rest of the edge modes. However, it has been argued that the parameter regime required by this interpretation is not realized experimentally [20, 30] . Partial equilibration in the anti-Pfaffian state can also occur if the modes in the lowest Landau level do not equilibrate with modes in the first Landau level. One possible realization was described by Ma and Feldman [31] . Another mechanism whereby equilibration of the Majorana mode is suppressed was proposed by Simon and Rosenow [32] . There, equilibration between edge modes was assumed to be dominated by scattering via intermediate tunneling to Majorana zero modes localized in the bulk, rather than charge tunneling along the edge, considered in [26, 30, 31] .
In this note, we continue the study of the role of equilibration in anti-Pfaffian edgestate transport. In contrast to [26, 32] , we assume that electron tunneling, induced by short-range disorder, serves to equilibrate the edge modes. Tunneling between spin-up and spin-down edge modes of the lowest Landau level plays a prominent role in our scenario. These tunnelings were not considered in the previous analysis [31] of transport in the anti-Pfaffian state, as it was argued that weak spin-orbit coupling suppresses such tunnelings. The effective theories we consider are driven by such spin-flip interactions. The resulting low-energy edge states have an approximate spin symmetry in the lowest Landau level that we show can serve to suppress thermal equilibration while simultaneously allowing complete charge equilibration over a range of experimentally-relevant temperatures, in the presence of a strong Coulomb interaction.
We start in Section 2.1 with a review of the general framework that we use in order to examine the transport of charge and heat in the anti-Pfaffian state. Starting from the effective field theory of a general quantum Hall edge state, we derive the equations that describe charge and heat transport in the ohmic regime. In Section 2.2 we discuss the simple example of transport along the ν = 2 quantum Hall edge; this example illustrates the possible importance of an approximate spin symmetry in the lowest Landau level and helps to motivate the anti-Pfaffian edge phases considered in the remainder of the paper. In Section 2.3 we describe how we model the contacts and calculate the electrical and thermal conductance. In Section 3 we discuss the edge theory of the anti-Pfaffian state. We identify low-temperature fixed points of this theory that we argue to be relevant to experiment and discuss two of the fixed points that are driven by spin-flip tunneling. In Section 4 we apply the framework presented in Section 2.1 to these low-energy fixed points. We calculate the electrical and thermal conductances for each of these theories and discuss the regime of parameters consistent with the measured electrical G = 2.5σ 0 and thermal K = 2.5κ 0 T conductances. We discuss the degree to which such parameter regimes are realistic. Finally, in Section 5 we examine quantum point contact tunneling in the anti-Pfaffian state in the vicinity of these low-energy edge states.
Throughout this paper, we use the notation σ 0 = e 2 h and κ 0 =
3h . However, for our calculations we use units where e = = k B = 1 so that σ 0 = 1 2π and κ 0 = π 6 .
2 Edge-state transport for an Abelian quantum Hall state
Hydrodynamic kinetic equations
In this section we derive the kinetic equations that describe the low-temperature dc transport of charge and heat along the edge of an Abelian quantum Hall state, closely following [28, [33] [34] [35] [36] . We highlight the dependence of these equations on the low-temperature state of the edge modes. These equations are readily generalized to the anti-Pfaffian edge theory, which includes a chiral Majorana fermion.
Consider a layered quantum Hall state with filling fraction ν i for each layer i = 1, . . . , N . The action for the chiral boson edge modes φ i is S edge = S 0 + S tunneling where
Here, v ij parameterizes the short-ranged Coulomb interaction coupling the edge-mode charge densities 1 2π ∂ x φ i ; the velocities v i are non-negative; η i = ±1 denotes the chirality of the edge mode (η i = +1 is a right-moving or "downstream" mode, while η i = −1 is a left-moving or "upstream" mode); t,x = dtdx; P is the set of charge-conserving processes that tunnel ν j m (p) j electrons/bosons between the edge channels; and ξ p is a Gaussian random field with statistical average ξ p (x)ξ p (x ) = δ pp W p δ(x − x ). To study the transport properties of S edge it's convenient to diagonalize S 0 using the transformation φ i = Λ iαφα :
Note thatṽ α ≥ 0, η α = ±1, and i η i = α η α .
The leading order renormalization group equation for the variance W p is
with ∆ p the scaling dimension of the tunneling operator O p = e i j m (p) j φ j = e i j,α m (p) j Λ jαφα . When all tunneling operators appearing in S tunneling are irrelevant, ∆ p > 3 2 , the fixed point action is S 0 . At zero temperature, the currentsĨ α = − 1 2π ∂ tφα andJ α (x) = ηα 4π (∂ tφα ) 2 (no sum over α) associated to each mode are separately conserved. In particular, the static components of these currents satisfy for each α,
At low temperatures, the irrelevant terms in S tunneling perturbatively correct these continuity equations to allow equilibration between the different edge channels; only the total charge and heat currents (related toĨ α andJ α via the Λ iα transformation-see below) remain conserved.
First consider the correction to Eq. (2.4) in the presence of the chemical potential bias H µ = − 1 2π dx αμ α ∂ xφα and uniform temperature T . In the ohmic regimeμ α T we have (using Eq. (B.16)):
(2.6)
We assume local equilibrium so that Ĩ α (x) = η α σ 0μα (x). These equations are more transparent physically in the original basis where I i = Λ iαĨα and µ i = Λ iαμα :
or in matrix form (dropping expectation value signs),
These equations constitute the kinetic equations for dc charge transport about the S 0 fixed point. Equilibration of charge is parameterized by the charge matrices G e ij . If a tunneling operator is relevant, ∆ p ≤ 3 2 , we have to determine the resulting low-energy fixed point in order to derive the appropriate transport equations. There exists a similar set of conserved charge and heat currents and we treat the leading irrelevant terms (with respect to the corresponding disordered fixed point) perturbatively. The kinetic equations for charge transport are similar to Eq. (2.8). The difference lies in the set of processes that drive inter-mode equilibration and, consequently, the precise expressions for G e ij . A simple example of a disordered fixed point-relevant to our later analysis of anti-Pfaffian edge transport-occurs along the edge of the integer quantum Hall state at filling fraction ν = 2. Charge transport about this fixed point is discussed in Section 2.2; details of this analysis are given in Appendix B.1.
We treat the effects of irrelevant interactions on theJ α continuity equations (2.5) similarly with the details relegated to Appendix B.2. These interactions induce heat exchange between the edge modes when these modes are at different local temperatures T α (x). To linear order in (T α − T β )/T α , we find
The constants d
Similar to charge transport, the set of processes P and conductivity coefficients g Q αβ depend on the low-temperature fixed point of the theory. Assuming local equilibrium we express the local currentsJ α (x) in terms of local temperatures T α (x) as (c α is the central charge of mode α)
The resulting kinetic equations take the form (again dropping the expectation value signs):
Similar to the charge kinetic equations, equilibration of heat is controlled by G Q αβ . (We precisely relate the kinetic equations for theJ α currents to heat transport later.) Note that G e αβ and G Q αβ need not coincide, i.e., charge and heat equilibration generally rely on different processes.
Edge-state transport at ν = 2
We now illustrate some aspects of the previous discussion for the case of ν = 2 edge-state transport. This allows us to offer an alternative explanation for the large equilibration lengths reported in [37, 38] , relevant to our study of the anti-Pfaffian edge-state transport.
Consider the action for the edge modes of the integer quantum Hall state at ν = 2. Ignoring possible edge reconstruction, S = S 0 + S tunneling :
Here, the most relevant tunneling term transfers a spin-up electron of the first edge channel φ 1 into a spin-down electron of the second edge channel φ 2 . Because e i(φ 1 −φ 2 ) has scaling dimension ∆ 12 = 1 (for any value of v 12 ) and is therefore relevant, it drives the system to an IR fixed point (different from the clean fixed point S 0 ) described by S = S ∆ 12 =1 + S int [33] (see Appendix A):
(2.14)
Following Section (2.1) the charge transport matrix in the vicinity of S ∆ 12 =1 in the basis
where the conductivity coefficient (see Appendix B.1)
(2.16)
If |v 1 − v 2 | |v 1 + v 2 + 2v 12 |, g ≈ 0 and charge equilibration is weak. We can write v i = v (0) i + w and v 12 = w, where v (0) i > 0 parametrizes the edge confining potential and w > 0 is the magnitude of the short-ranged Coulomb interaction (see the discussion following Eq. (3.5)). The above inequality translates to |v
There are two reasons why this inequality might be satisfied. (1) Based on the measurements of the velocities of the charge φ ρ 12 and neutral φ σ 12 modes [39, 40] , we infer that v
If there exists approximate degeneracy between the spin-up and spin-down modes we have v
We can estimate |v 
where B is the magnetic field, E F is the bulk Fermi energy, and E i is the energy of the Landau level corresponding to mode φ i , deep within the bulk of the sample and away from any defect. When E F sits in the middle of Landau levels E F − E i ∼ ω c . From an experimental study of equilibration between Landau level edge modes [38] , we infer that the Zeeman gap ∆E Z = E 2 − E 1 is much smaller than the cylotron gap ω c by about an order of magnitude. Therefore, for the difference in velocities we can write
and so |v
2 | is also much smaller than the typical (average) velocity (v
2 )/2. To summarize, these estimates show that the conductivity coefficient g between the spinup and spin-down modes can be small even in the strong tunneling (large W 12 ) regime.
Electrical and thermal Hall conductance: overview
We are interested in transport in the two-terminal Hall bar geometry depicted in Fig. 1 . The left and right edges of the Hall bar are coupled to leads held at chemical potentials µ L and µ R and temperatures T L and T R . Tunneling of electrons from the leads to the quantum Hall bar is assumed to occur along line junctions [28, 29] . Electron tunneling processes between the edge channels generally occurs along all parts of the edge.
We consider a slightly simplified setup. We assume all the inter-mode tunnelings occur along the top and bottom edges of the quantum Hall bar in Fig. 1 . In addition, we assume "ideal" contacts in the following sense: a mode φ i carries charge current I i = η i ν i σ 0 µ c upon leaving the c ∈ {L, R} contact region, while the modeφ α (refer to (2.2)) carries heat currentJ Q α = η α c α κ 0 Given this setup, we use the following procedure to calculate the electrical and thermal conductances of the edge modes. In order to solve for the electrical conductance, we first solve the linear differential equations in (2.8) . Taking I n to be the eigenvectors of the matrix G e with eigenvalue g n , the general solution to the charge transport equations is I(x) = n a n I n e gnx (2.19) for arbitrary coefficients a n . We then impose the above "ideal contact" boundary conditions to determine the a n for the top/bottom edges of the Hall bar. We use a similar procedure to solve the heat transport equations (2.11) . From these solutions we find the total charge and heat currents moving along the top/bottom edge of the Hall bar: 
Depending on the degree of inter-mode equilibration along the top and bottom edges, the two-terminal conductance takes values between the fully-equilibrated and non-equilibrated values. For the electrical conductance, G fully-eq = σ 0 i η i ν i while G non-eq = σ 0 i ν i . For the thermal conductance, 3 Low-temperature theories of anti-Pfaffian edge states at ν = 5/2
Setup and assumptions
In the absence of edge reconstruction, the anti-Pfaffian state at ν = 5/2 hosts a total of five edge modes ( Charge tunneling between the edge channels requires broken translation symmetry since the edge modes generally lie at different Fermi momenta. Quenched disorder is effective in tunneling electrons only if it can absorb this momentum mismatch. Estimates based on experimental parameters (see [30] ) suggest that disorder satisfies this requirement. We take the disorder to be short-ranged. Relaxation of such an assumption, however, has interesting consequences for the equilibration of edge modes, as suggested by Simon [26] .
With these considerations, the low-energy effective theory for the anti-Pfaffian edge state at ν = 5/2 takes the form [4, 5] :
Similar to before, P is the set of charge-conserving processes defined by the integers (m
that tunnel electrons between the edge modes, and ξ p is a Gaussian random field with sta-
Unless the Coulomb interaction between edge modes of the different Landau levels can be ignored, it's not obvious what tunneling operators are most relevant. In principle, multielectron tunneling operators can be more relevant than those that only involve a singleelectron tunneling process. However, the largeness of the Landau-gap compared to the electrochemical potential difference between the edge modes, present in the experiments [20, 41] , and the large equilibration lengths reported for modes in different Landau levels [38, 42] suggest that tunneling between edge channels belonging to different Landau levels is generally suppressed.
Experiments also report a large equilibration length between spin-up and spin-down modes [37, 42] . This has been attributed to suppressed tunneling between these modes due to weak spin-orbit coupling. This is the assumption made in Ref. [31] ; we relax this assumption in this paper. Following the analysis in Section 2.2, where we provided an alternative explanation for the large equilibration length between spin-up and spin-down integer modes, we assume strong tunneling between spin-up and spin-down electrons of the lowest Landau level. Therefore, the most relevant tunnelings to include in S tunneling are
If the Coulomb interaction between edge modes of different Landau levels is ignored the term S tunneling,12 is always relevant; S tunneling,34ψ is relevant if the Coulomb interaction between edge modes of the first Landau level interaction is sufficiently strong. If the modes in the lowest Landau level are decoupled from the modes in the first Landau level (and if equilibration of the first Landau level edge modes occurs via S tunneling,34ψ ), the low-temperature thermal Hall conductance is the sum of the contributions from the lowest Landau level and the first Landau level K = K LLL + K 1LL = 5 2 κ 0 T . However, we aren't aware of any reason that the Coulomb interaction between the Landau levels is suppressed. Consequently, either of the two tunneling terms in 3.2 can be relevant or irrelevant, depending on the specific nature of the Coulomb interaction, i.e., the values of the v ij in Eq. (3.1c); even strong Coulomb repulsion between all the modes doesn't uniquely specify an IR fixed point. We identify four possible IR fixed points:
1. W 12 = 0 and W 34 = 0 while ∆ 12 > 3 2 and ∆ 34 > 3 2 2. W 12 = 0 (∆ 12 > 3 2 ) and ∆ 34 = 1 3. ∆ 12 = 1 and W 34 = 0 (∆ 34 > 3 2 ) 4. ∆ 12 = 1 and ∆ 34 = 1.
Above, ∆ 12 and ∆ 34 are the scaling dimensions of e i(φ 1 −φ 2 ) and e i(φ 3 +2φ 4 ) ψ. The second case was analyzed in [31] , where it was argued that K = 2.5κ 0 T requires fine-tuning. The first case is similar to the second one in this regard so we won't discuss it. In this paper, we investigate the third and the fourth low-temperature fixed points. In Section 4, we describe the conditions under which K = 2.5κ 0 T is consistent with either of these fixed points.
3.2 ∆ 12 = 1, W 34 = 0 disordered fixed point
In order to study this fixed point we change variables to charge φ ρ 12 = 1 [33] . For v ij such that there is no coupling between ∂ x φ σ 12 and ∂ x φ 4 the theory has an emergent SO(3) symmetry [33, 43, 44] that acts on the φ σ 12 sector. In Appendix A we show how this symmetry can be used to eliminate S tunneling,12 , after which an SO(3) transformed spin modeφ 12 is introduced. The resulting action becomes
3c)
and
O ab (x) are matrix elements of the SO(3) rotation that we use to eliminate the ξ 12 (x) tunneling term. The S ij and v ij with i, j ∈ {ρ 12 , σ 12 , 3, 4} obtain from the S ij and v ij with i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} after the above field redefinition. S ∆ 12 =1 describes the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point at which the terms in S int vanish: v σ 12 ,ρ 12 = v σ 12 ,3 = v σ 12 ,4 = W 34 = 0. The density-density interactions in S σ 12 ,i are irrelevant near the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point. We assume S tunneling,34ψ is irrelevant at this fixed point, i.e. ∆ 34 > 3 2 , so that S ∆ 12 =1 describes the low energy behavior of the anti-Pfaffian edge. When S tunneling,34ψ is relevant, the low-energy theory might be described by one of the other fixed points in 3.1.
In order to analyze the finite-temperature transport in the vicinity of the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point, the terms in S int must be included. Consequently, we need to make a choice for the short-ranged Coulomb interaction v ij and diagonalize S ∆ 12 =1 . The choice of the Coulomb interaction is non-universal.
Denote by S B = i S i + i =j S ij , the quadratic part of (3.1) that describes the chiral bosons, and write it as
We model the "velocity matrix" V ij following [45] . In the absence of a short-ranged Coulomb interaction, the action for the bosonic modes is
is the velocity of φ i when the Coulomb interaction is ignored. We include the short-ranged Coulomb interaction via the ansatz,
where n tot = 1 2π i ∂ x φ i is the total charge density and w is the strength of the Coulomb interaction. The Hamiltonian for the bosonic modes is
(3.8)
First consider the limit v (0) i = 0 for all i at which the total Hamiltonian is given by the Coulomb term only. Here, the action is diagonalized using a charge-neutral basis. One such basis choice, that is consistent with our earlier treatment of the relevant
When v (0) i = 0, the velocity of the charge mode φ ρ is νw (ν = 5 2 ), while the velocities of the neutral modes φ σα are zero. This three-fold degeneracy in the velocity matrix exists because there is a freedom in choosing the neutral basis given by φ σ i = Λ σ ij φσ j where Λ σ is an arbitrary SO(2, 1) rotation. Experiments [39, 40] suggest the velocity of the charge mode is generally about an order of magnitude larger than the velocity of a neutral mode. This was predicted earlier in [46] . Thus, we assume small, but finite v
= 0 are not exactly the charge and neutral basis in Eq. (3.9). We denote the diagonal modes as φ r , φ σ 12 , φ s 2 , φ s 3 ; in the small v (0) i limit, the φ r mode is "close" to the total charge mode while φ s 2 and φ s 3 are "almost neutral" modes. Based on (2.17), we expect all the v (0) i as well as the Majorana velocity u, to have the same order of magnitude, which we denote by v (0) . Therefore, to leading order in v (0) /w, the velocities for the modes
(3.10)
The density-density interactions between the φ σ 12 mode and the other modes (the first term in (3.4a)) become irrelevant on scales larger than v 2 σ 12 /W 12 . In Section 4 we include the effects of such interactions on charge and heat transport near the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point. The couplings for these interactions, v σ 12 ,r , v σ 12 ,s 2 , and v σ 12 ,s 3 , vanish in the limit where there's a degeneracy between the up and down spin electrons in the lowest Landau level. To see this, consider a general SO(3, 1) transformation Λ iα from the fractional modes φ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 to some new modes φ α with α = σ 12 ,2,3,4, such that one of the modes is the spin mode φ σ 12 . From the definition of the spin mode we see that
Using (3.11) we get
which vanishes when V 11 = V 22 and V 1i = V 2i , i = 3, 4, i.e., when there exists symmetry between the spin-up and spin-down modes. Note that this result is independent of our specific modeling of the velocity matrix.
Here, in addition to the field redefinition of the edge modes arising from the lowest Landau level considered in the previous section, we introduce the charge φ ρ 34 = √ 2(φ 3 + φ 4 ) and neutral φ σ 34 = φ 3 + 2φ 4 fields [4, 5] . We also define the Majorana vector
In terms of these fields the action is
where the average velocity v ≡ 2vσ 34 +u 3 and the anisotropic velocity
provided the disorder vector also transforms as
However under this transformation, the termψ T (O T δv∂ x O)ψ shows up in S anis . In order to get rid of such a term we instead require ξ 34 to transform as We model the short-ranged Coulomb interaction as in the previous section. Here, the diagonal modes are φ r , φ σ 12 , φ s 2 , φ σ 34 , where φ s 2 is some "almost neutral" mode. To leading order in v (0) /w the velocities for these modes are
). As for the magnitude of couplings in (3.18), we have v σ 34 ,β = O(v (0) ) for β = r, s 2 while v σ 12 ,β vanish for β = r, σ 12 , s 2 in the spin-degenerate limit as demonstrated in the previous section.
4 Transport and equilibration along the ν = 5/2 edge
In this section, we analyze the low-temperature transport properties of the effective theories of the ν = 5/2 anti-Pfaffian state described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. We will apply charge and heat kinetic equations introduced in Section 2 to each of these fixed points, calculate the expressions for conductivity coefficients, and eventually solve for the electrical and thermal Hall conductances. We estimate the parameter regime that describes the experimental observation of κ = 2.5κ 0 T so as to determine the experimental relevance of each fixed point. 
The velocities are defined in (3.10), and a is the short-distance cutoff [35] .
The last term in G e couples the downstream and upstream charge modes. Therefore largeness of g V 34 (see below) is required for the proper quantization of the electrical conductance at G = 2.5σ 0 . To quantify this we solve for the electrical conductance using (4.1) and boundary conditions specified in Section 2.3. We find
where L is the effective length on the sample's top/bottom edge along which equilibration takes place. If the electrical conductance is measured to be G = 2.50σ 0 within the uncertainty ∆G = 0.01σ 0 we find the bound g V 34 L 4.
Heat transport
Based on (2.11), the heat transport matrix G Q in the basis (r, φ σ 12 , φ s 2 , φ s 3 , ψ) is
This transformation depends on the velocity matrix in (3.3a). We use the velocity matrix in Eq. (3.8) in order to estimate the d α . In the v (0) i /w = 0 limit, φ r is the total charge mode, and, consequently, it commutes with the neutral mode φ 3 + 2φ 4 . Therefore, in this limit, d r = (Λ 3,r + 2Λ 4,r ) 2 /2 = 0. For finite but small v (0) /w, we have d r = O ( v (0) w ) 2 to leading order.
In order to estimate d s 2 and d s 3 , we look at the spin of the operator e iφ 3 +2iφ 4 . Generally, for a set of chiral bosons φ i with commutation relation [φ i (x), φ j (x )] = πiK −1 ij sign(x − x ), the spin of the vertex operator e i i n i φ i is
where ∆ R (∆ L ) is the scaling dimension of the right-moving (left-moving) part of e i i n i φ i . Therefore, the spin of the tunneling operator e iφ 3 +2iφ
As we mentioned in Section 3.2, we take ∆ 34 ≥ 3 2 so that S ∆ 12 = 1 describes the lowenergy physics of the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point. On the other hand, since g V 34 L is large, based on Eq. (4.2), we don't expect ∆ 34 to be very large. This is due to the fact that i) the pre-factor Γ(∆ 34 ) 2 /Γ(2∆ 34 ) vanishes rapidly for large ∆ 34 and ii ) g V 34 ∼ T 2(∆ 34 −1) and so the equilibration process corresponding to g V 34 would have sub-leading contribution at small temperatures, if ∆ 34 was large.
We can estimate ∆ 34 for v (0) i = v (0) . In this case, using (3.9) we can write
Therefore, for small v (0) /w a small rotation in the (φ ρ , φ σ 3 ) plane would diagonalize the Hamiltonian. So, using (3.9) we find ∆ 34 = 5 3 in the vanishing v (0) /w limit. We are interested in determining the regime for which this matrix G Q leads to a thermal Hall conductance K = 2.5κ 0 T within the uncertainties of the experiment. Quantization of electrical conductance G = 2.5σ 0 implies that g V 23 is large. Looking at the last term in (4.4), more specifically, the (φ s 2 , φ s 3 , ψ) block, it appears that the φ s 2 ,φ s 3 and ψ modes equilibrate with each other. For the moment, let's assume they are completely equilibrated; we will relax this assumption later. In this case, we can think of these modes as a single upstream mode with central charge c = 1 2 . We call this modes. If equilibration between the first two modes in (4.4) and thes mode is suppressed, the thermal conductance theis sum of the contributions from the first two modes K r+σ 12 and from thes mode Ks. That is K = K r+σ 12 + Ks = (2 + |−0.5|) κ 0 T = 2.5κ 0 T . This requires
where we defined g r,s = d r (∆ 34 − d r )g V 34 . Therefore, we see that there exists a regime of parameters where the fixed point ∆ 12 = 1 can be consistent with experiments. Using the details of the experimental measurements, we can gain a more quantitative estimation of this regime.
We use the above G Q matrix and boundary conditions given in Section 2.3 to solve for the thermal conductance. Following our earlier discussion we will take ∆ 34 = 5 3 , and consequently d s 2 = 1 3 , d s 3 = 5 6 . Later, we will discuss how our results depend on these values. We also ignore the first term in (4.4) in the remainder. This follows from our discussion in Section 2.2: we expect g σ 12 ,r L to be suppressed both due to the strong Coulomb interaction and small spin gap. Also, since g σ 12 ,r quantifies equilibration between co-propagating modes, its magnitude does not have much effect on the thermal conductance.
The contour plot of K(g Vσ 12 ,s 2 L, g Vσ 12 ,s 2 L, g r,s L, g V 34 L) along several surfaces is given in Fig. 3 . The thermal conductance observed in the experiments ( [20] ) at temperatures (T ≈ 18 -25 mK) 2.49κ 0 T < K < 2.57κ 0 T is enclosed within the white contours. The hatched region represents the regime where the electrical conductance G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 . We observe that not all of the region observed in the experiment 2.49κ 0 T < K < 2.75κ 0 T is consistent with the electrical conductance G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 : we find that when K 2.65κ 0 T , the electrical conductance deviates from G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 . In addition, we can deduce some information about which point of the region 2.49κ 0 T < K < 2.75κ 0 T we are at by examining how the thermal conductance varies as a function of temperature.
The conductivity coefficients have power law dependence on temperature as Eq. (4.2). Therefore, the thermal conductance moves along straight lines in Fig. 3 , as the temperature is varied. From the experimental data, as the temperature is lowered from T ≈ 18 -25 mK to T ≈ 12 mK, i.e., by a factor of about 2, the thermal conductance increases from K ≈ 2.53κ 0 T to K ≈ 2.75κ 0 T . It follows that g 34 would vary by a factor of 2 (2∆ 34 −2) while g σ 12 ,s 2 and g σ 12 ,s 3 would vary by a factor of 4. We can look for lines in the space of conductivity coefficients where such a variation occurs.
First, we look at how the thermal conductance varies along the surface g σ 12 ,s 2 = g σ 12 ,s 3 when g r,s = 0. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The red line showcases a variation of conductivity coefficients with temperature that is consistent with the experiments: as the temperature is lowered by a factor of ∼ 2, between the cross marks, the thermal conductance increases from K ≈ 2.53κ 0 T to K ≈ 2.75κ 0 T . This gives us a rough estimate for the value of the conductivity coefficients at these temperatures. Examining the red line in Fig. 4 for T = 18 -25 mK, we find
A similar picture also shows g r,s L ≈ 0.005. Here, the thermal conductance does not vary much as a function of g σ 12 ,s 2 /s 3 and g r,s when these coefficients are small. Consequently, the error in the estimate of g σ 12 ,s 2 /s 3 and g r,s is large and the above estimates for g σ 12 ,s 2 /s 3 and g r,s should be interpreted as upper bounds. Based on these estimates, we infer
Since d r ∼ ( v (0) w ) 2 the above bound is not unexpected for strong short-ranged Coulomb interactions. Our numerical estimates for d r based on the velocity matrix in Eq. 3.8 and sensible choice of v i 's as large as w/5. On the other hand, the coefficients g σ 12 ,s 2 and g σ 12 ,s 3 in (4.2) are proportional to the square of v σ 12 ,s 2 and v σ 12 ,s 3 . As we demonstrated in Eq. (3.13), these velocity entries vanish in the spin-degenerate limit. Therefore, it is not unexpected that the bound g σ 12 ,s 2 /s 3 L 0.01 is satisfied when the spin gap is small. However, we don't have any estimate for these conductivity coefficients based on the experimental data.
In order to find these results, we used the estimate ∆ 34 = 5/3. In order to see how much our results depend on this estimate, we look at two other cases: i ) ∆ 34 = 3/2 and ii ) ∆ 34 = 2. For these two values, we plot K(g Vσ 12 ,s 2 L, g Vσ 12 ,s 2 L, g r,s L = 0, g V 34 L) along the g Vσ 12 ,s 2 = g Vσ 12 ,s 3 surface in Fig. 5 . First, we see that while the observation of G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 is mostly consistent with 2.49κ 0 T ≤ K ≤ 2.75κ 0 T for ∆ 34 = 3/2, this is not the case for ∆ 34 = 2: in the region 2.57κ 0 T ≤ K ≤ 2.75κ 0 T , the electrical conductance deviates from G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 . In addition, while for ∆ 34 = 3/2 the bounds on the conductivity coefficients are close to the ∆ 34 = 5/3 case, for ∆ 34 = 2 we get g V 34 L ≈ 10, g σ 12 ,s 2 /s 3 L 0.001, (4.11) which are much stronger bounds.
We conclude that there exists a regime of parameters about the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point of the anti-Pfaffian edge state where K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T is observed in a range of temperatures (T ≈ 18 -25 mK). Our estimates demonstrate that this regime is possible for realistic parameters only when ∆ 34 5/3. 4.2 ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1 fixed point
Charge transport
At this fixed point, the processes that cause equilibration are the irrelevant terms in (3.18) . For charge equilibration we have
We can calculate the electrical conductance as in the previous section. The solution is similar to Eq. (4.3) with g V 34 replaced by β=r,σ 12 ,s 2 g V σ 34 ,β . An electrical conductance of G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 implies β=r,σ 12 ,s 2 g V σ 34 ,β L 4. Looking at Eq. (4.13) we can estimate the relative magnitude of the terms in β=r,σ 12 ,s 2 g V σ 34 ,β . We find
Therefore, both g Vσ 34 ,σ 12 and g Vσ 34 ,r are much smaller than g Vσ 34 ,s 2 for strong Coulomb interactions and small spin gap, and so we have g Vσ 34 ,s 2 L 1 based on quantization of the electrical conductance. In the above we used the estimate that v s 2 , v σ 12 , v σ 34 ,r , v σ 34 ,s 2 all have the same order of magnitude v (0) . Also, based on the velocity matrix of Eq. 3.8 and using Eq. 3.13 we should have v σ 34 ,σ 12 = 0. However, since we only take this velocity matrix as an estimation, we allow for finite v σ 34 ,σ 12 which vanishes in the spin-symmetric limit.
Heat transport
At this fixed point, since there exists an SO(3) symmetry between the three Majorana modes, we take their contribution as one upstream mode with central charge c = 3 2 . We call this mode Ψ. Therefore, in the basis (r, σ 12 , s 2 , Ψ) we have
Since g Vσ 34 ,s 2 L 1, the modes s 2 and Ψ are expected to be well equilibrated. Therefore, similar to the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point, the thermal conductance K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T is only possible when equilibration between the modes {r, σ 12 } and {s 2 , Ψ} is suppressed. In order to look for such a regime, we solve the heat transport equation using the above G Q matrix, and calculate the thermal conductance as a function of g Vσ 12 ,s 2 , g Vσ 12 ,σ 34 , g Vσ 34 ,r and g Vσ 34 ,r . As before, we ignore the first term in G Q . Fig. 6 shows the contour plot of the thermal conductance along the surface g Vσ 12 ,s 2 = g Vσ 12 ,σ 34 = g Vσ 34 ,r . The region within the white contour has 2.49κ 0 T < K < 2.57κ 0 T , while the hatched region has electrical conductance G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 .
Here, unlike the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point, there exists a region where 2.49κ 0 T < K < 2.75κ 0 T while the electrical conductance deviates from G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 . If, the electrical conductance is indeed measured to be G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 , even at lowest temperatures ∼ 12mK, then this fixed point is not consistent with the experiments.
We proceed to find estimates for the conductivity coefficients based on how the thermal conductance varies with temperature. Based on Fig. 6 and following 
Generally, we expect the conductivity coefficients g σ 34 ,r , g Vσ 12 ,s 2 and g Vσ 12 ,σ 34 to be much smaller than g σ 34 ,s 2 for strong short-ranged Coulomb interaction (w v (0) ) and small spin-
). However, our estimates for v (0) /w (see Section 3.2) and (v Eq. (2.18) ) only show ratios of about 10 −1 . Therefore, we are not aware of any reason why the bounds in Eq. 4.17a might be satisfied.
We conclude that the ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1 fixed point of the anti-Pfaffian state is not consistent with the transport measurements. This theory predicts that the electrical conductance would deviate from its quantized value G = 2.5σ 0 at temperatures T ≈ 12 mK, a feature that does not appear to be observed in the experiments of Banerjee et. al. [20] . Furthermore, observation of thermal conductance K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T requires some parameters in this theory
2 )/v (0) ) to be fine tuned; we don't believe such a regime to be realistic.
Quantum point contact tunneling
Tunneling conductance at quantum point contacts (QPC) in the ohmic regime (eV k B T ) scales as G tun ∼ T 2g−2 . Here, g is the scaling dimension of the tunneling operator that transfers charge across the Hall bar. Therefore at low temperatures, charge tunneling is dominated by the operator with the smallest scaling dimension. In the case of the anti-Pfaffian state, due to the physical separation between the lowest and the first Landau level edge modes, this tunneling is dominated by the tunneling of electrons/quasi-particles belonging to the first Landau level. The most general tunneling operator is then e i(n 3 φ 3 +n 4 φ 4 /2) χ where n 3 and n 4 are integers and χ = 1, ψ, σ [4, 5] . This tunneling operator creates an excitation of charge q = (n 4 /4 − n 3 )e. The operator σ changes the boundary condition for the Majorana mode ψ and has scaling dimension ∆ σ = 1/16. In addition, n 4 is an odd integer when χ = σ.
At the ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1 fixed point, the charge creation operator with the smallest scaling dimension is σe iφ 4 /2 [4, 5] , which creates a quasi-particle of charge e/4. A similar operator annihilates this quasi-particle across the quantum Hall bar. So
where we denote by ∆(O) the scaling dimension of operator O.
For the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point, the scaling dimension of the operator e i(n 3 φ 3 +n 4 φ 4 /2) depends on the velocity matrix in S ∆ 12 =1 3.3a, and therefore is non-universal. In general, the minimum scaling dimension of a vertex operator is the absolute value of its spin, i.e., ∆ R + ∆ L ≥ |∆ R − ∆ L |. See Eq. (4.5). Therefore, one can check that among all excitation operators, σ e iφ 4 /2 has the minimum scaling dimension of 1/8. Therefore we always have g ≥ 1/4 for the anti-Pfaffian state.
We can get a better bound in the limit of strong short-ranged Coulomb interaction. Using (3.9) we can write
Similar to Eq. (4.7), in the vanishing v (0) /w limit, φ ρ is a diagonal mode of S ∆ 12 =1 . Therefore in this limit:
Using this inequality, we can check that the minimum scaling dimension is 3/20 for the operator σe iφ 4 /2 . The next smallest scaling dimension is 7/20 for the operator e iφ 4 which creates an excitation of charge e/2. Therefore, for strong Coulomb interactions we have g ≥ 3/10 with the minimum happening for the operator σe iφ 4 /2 . Note that this estimate is independent of the fact that ∆ 12 = 1. Therefore, this bound is also valid for the clean fixed point description of the anti-Pfaffian edge theory.
Experimental measurements of g give values g = 0.34 − 0.42 [11, 12] , depending on the geometry of the quantum point contact. So, the fixed points about which the tunneling term e i(φ 3 +2φ 4 ) ψ is irrelevant can be consistent with the measured tunneling exponents. These fixed points are realized only when the short-ranged Coulomb interactions between the Landau levels is included. This is because, if such interactions are ignored, the tunneling term e i(φ 3 +2φ 4 ) ψ is always relevant due to the strong Coulomb interaction within the first Landau level.
Discussion
We considered equilibration of charge and heat along the edge of the anti-Pfaffian state realized in the first Landau level at ν = 5/2. We assumed that the dominant cause of equilibration is due to short-ranged disorder that allows tunneling of charge between the different edge modes. While tunneling between edge modes belonging to different Landau levels is ignored in our analysis, a strong short-ranged Coulomb interaction is assumed. Under these assumptions, we analyzed the conditions under which the edge modes are not fully in equilibrium.
In the limit of a strong short-ranged Coulomb interaction, equilibration between the total charge mode and the rest of the edge modes is suppressed due to the high velocity of the charge mode relative to the neutral modes. This picture was also considered by Ma and Feldman in [31] .
In the absence of Zeeman splitting between the two modes in the lowest Landau level, their total spin is independently conserved. Consequently, heat equilibration between the spin mode and other modes is suppressed. For finite Zeeman splitting, electron tunneling between these two modes can drive the edge into the spin-symmetric fixed point where the spin mode is conserved. At finite temperature, the irrelevant interactions present due to the spin asymmetry can bring this spin mode to equilibrium with the other edge modes. For small enough spin asymmetry, this equilibration processes can be slow on the length scales of the system size.
Due to these weak equilibration processes, the thermal conductance is given by K = K φρ + K φσ 12 + K other modes , where the nature of the "other modes" depends on the specific fixed point. Based on the quantization of electrical conductance, we infer that the "other modes" should be in equilibrium with each other. So K = (1 + 1 + | − 1.5|)κ 0 T = 2.5κ 0 T . This picture relies on the partial equilibration of the fixed points ∆ 12 = 1 and ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1 studied here. For both of these fixed points, electron tunneling between the spin-up and spindown modes (i.e. e i(φ 1 −φ 2 ) ) drives the edge into a spin-symmetric fixed point. In contrast, other fixed point theories where such electron tunnelings are weak do not have such an emergent symmetry. However, if the spin asymmetry is small, the spin density ∂ x φ σ 12 is almost conserved and its equilibration with other modes is suppressed. This situation was discussed in [31] for the ∆ 34 = 1 fixed point.
Therefore, suppressed equilibration of the total charge mode φ ρ and the spin mode φ σ 12 can be realized for all of the four fixed points mentioned in Ssection 3.1. The difference is in the details of the equilibration process, e.g., the parametric dependence of the conductivity coefficients and their temperature dependence. We demonstrated this for the two fixed points: ∆ 12 = 1 and ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1. In light of the existing experimental data, these two fixed point theories differ in two important ways:
• About the ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1 fixed point, the electrical conductance G = (2.50 ± 0.01)σ 0 and the thermal conductance 2.49κ 0 T < K < 2.75κ 0 T cannot be observed simultaneously. In contrast, these measurements can be consistent with the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point when ∆ 34 ≈ 3/2.
• About the ∆ 12 = ∆ 34 = 1 fixed point, the range of parameters required to have K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T is not compatible with our estimate of these parameters. On the other hand, at the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point, there exists a realistic regime of parameters (as far as our estimates permit) that results in K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T . This regime is possible only when ∆ 34 is small enough ∆ 34 5/3. Therefore, the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point theory of the anti-Pfaffian state better describes the recent transport measurements [20] . About this fixed point the quantum point contact tunnelings exponents depend on the inter-mode Coulomb interactions and are, therefore, non-universal. Nevertheless, the predictions of this fixed point appear to be consistent with the existing experimental quantum point contact measurements. We should point out a limitation in comparing our results with the experiment: in order to calculate the thermal conductance, we assumed the temperature difference between the edge modes is small. However, in the measurements carried out by Banerjee et al. [20] , the temperature difference is about the same order as the average temperature.
From our analysis of the ∆ 12 = 1 fixed point, we make the following predictions for temperatures not reported in [20] :
• Based on Fig. 5 , even for the lowest value of ∆ 34 = 3/2, the electrical conductance would deviate from G = (2.50 ± 0.01)κ 0 T for temperatures lower than T ≈ 12mK.
• Generally at higher temperatures, equilibration between the edge modes is improved. Therefore, if the state observed in the experiments by Banerjee et al. [20] is indeed the anti-Pfaffian state, the thermal Hall conductance would decrease below K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T at higher temperatures. Using Fig. 4 , we can estimate how much of a temperature increase is needed in order to observe a measurable decrease from the value K ≈ 2.5κ 0 T (i.e. to K ≈ 2.45κ 0 T ): We find the temperature has to increase from T ≈ 18 − 25 mK by at least a factor of ∼ 1.5, i.e., to T ≈ 35 mK.
When v ρ 12 ,σ 12 = v σ 12 ,3 = v σ 12 ,4 = W 34 = 0, S σ 12 has an SO(3) symmetry [33, 44] . To see this, let's define current operators (a is the short-distance cutoff)
These operators satisfy a su(2) 1 current algebra
which is preserved under the SO(3) gauge transformation
In terms of these currents, the Hamiltonian of the neutral field is (we restore the 1 2πa coefficient of the tunneling term)
H σ 12 is invariant (up to inconsequential additive constants) under the gauge transformation A.4 provided the disorder transforms as
We requireξ(x) = 0 in order to eliminate the tunneling term from H σ 12 . This amounts to a specific choice of O ab . After which we express the currentsJ a in terms of a new bosonic fieldφ σ 12 , similar to A.2, and write H σ 12 as
The resulting action is
for i = ρ 12 , 3, 4. Here, we also used the following transformation in order to eliminate the terms proportional to h z (x)
for i = ρ 12 , 3, 4.
B Derivation of conductivity coefficients B.1 Electrical conductivity coefficient
We want to compute tunneling between a set of chiral modes described by the free field Hamiltonian H F = α H α , due to interactions of the form
in the presence of a chemical potential bias
The bosonic fields φ α satisfy the commutation relations [φ α (x), φ β (x )] = δ αβ πi ηα kα sign(x−x ). Chiral fermions will be described by chiral bosons. Here X α is only a function of φ α and ξ(x) is Gaussian-correlated disorder satisfying ξ(x)ξ(x ) = W V δ(x − x ). The continuity equation for each number current I α is
For the Hamiltonian
This equation should be understood as the continuous limit of a series of point contact tunnelings [28, 29] . Different tunnelings are assumed incoherent so that each mode comes to local equilibrium between consecutive tunnelings. It follows that n α = ηα kα µ α so that we drop the ∂ x n α term.
We calculate the expectation value of ∂ x I α using the Keldysh technique
where T C indicates "time" ordering along the Keldysh contour. Expanding the exponential to first order in ξ and taking disorder average
We look at two cases separately.
Random tunneling
Operators that tunnel electrons/quasiparticles between edge channels of a fractional quantum Hall state have the form e i i m i φ i , where φ i with Latin index represents a chiral boson mode carrying charge ν i and chirality η i with commutation relation [φ i (x), φ j (x )] = δ ij πiη i ν i sign(x − x ). This term also has a coefficient 1 (2πa) Ne , with a the UV distance cut-off and N e the number of electrons transferred, which we will retain at the end of our calculations. Here conservation of electric charge implies i η i m i ν i = 0. In case there are Coulomb interactions between these fractional modes we use a transformation φ i = Λ iα φ α to diagonalize the quadratic part of the action. In terms of the diagonal basis φ α (which are indexed by Greek letters), the electron/quasi-particle tunneling operator is e i α λαφα = α X α with X α ≡ e iλαφα and λ α = i m i Λ iα .
From the Heisenberg equation of motion for φ α , evolved with H 0 ,
So (from now all the time dependencies are with respect to H F )
where µ β = 0 if β is a Majorana mode and we defined Ω ≡ β η β λ β k β µ β . The Keldysh Green function of a chiral operator X α is
where v α ,T α and d α are the velocity, temperature, and scaling dimension of operator X α . A α is a constant (A α = 2 for Majorana fermions, A α = πa for a vertex operator, and A α = 1 kα for a boson density operator ∂ x φ α ) and
Substituting in the appropriate Green functions, assuming all modes are at the same temperature,
where in the last equality we dropped the odd terms when s = s . Changing variables to t = −s(t + i/2T ) and dropping a's assuming ∀β : aT /v β < 1
where ∆ = β d β is the scaling dimension of β X β . So in the ohmic regime when Ω T we have (we're also retaining the 1 (2πa) Ne factor)
Assuming local equilibrium we have I β = η β σ 0 µ α /k β . We can write these set of equations in terms of the original modes I i = Λ iα I α as
Random density-density
For concreteness let's look at the example of the disordered fixed point of the ν = 2 quantum Hall edge state. This is the theory that we derived in Appendix A if we only focus on the φ 1 and φ 2 modes and ignore the rest:
We first change the basis to the charge mode φ ρ = 1 √ 2 (φ 1 + φ 2 ) and the neutral mode φ σ = 1 √ 2 (φ 1 − φ 2 ) and then perform a gauge transformation O(x) to eliminate the random tunneling term. Now, we can write down the Hamiltonian for the disordered fixed point as
where current operatorsJ a are defined as in (A.2). The residual density-density interaction between the charge and neutral modes is
ξ a σ is a quenched random variable, the auto-correlation of which decays on the length scales of ∼ v 2 σ /W 12 . This renders V irrelevant. Assuming v 2 σ /W 12 is small enough, for simplicity we take ξ σ to have Gaussian correlation ξ a
In order to find the tunneling current between the charge and neutral modes we bias the modes with chemical potential by introducing the interaction
with charge density n ρ = 1 2π ∂ x φ ρ and neutral denstiy n σ = 1 2π √ 2 ∂ xφσ =J z . The charge mode is conserved
while for the neutral mode we have
To leading order in W σ , the expectation value of this operator is
The equation of motion forJ a (x), evolved with H 0 , is
Using this solution we have
We proceed similarly as before to find
where d σ = d ρ = 1 and ∆ = 2. To linear order in µ σ
We can express this equation along with ∂ x I ρ = 0 in the basis of original modes as
with m 1 = 1 and m 2 = −1. While this expression looks similar to B.17, the conductivity coefficient is different and reflects the disordered fixed point.
B.2 Thermal conductivity coefficient
Similarly, we can find the heat currents exchanged between the edge modes. Here, we work to linear order in the temperature bias and assume zero chemical potential bias. From the Heisenberg equation of motion with total Hamiltonian H = α H α + V :
where H α is the energy density of mode α. This equation should be understood as change in heat current due to a series of incoherent tunnelings. Local equilibrium implies H α = 1 2vα κ 0 T 2 α so to leading order we can drop the first term on the right hand side. We will find the expectation value of ∂ x J α using the Keldysh technique (H F = α H α ),
Expanding the slow evolution operator to first order
where we dropped the H F index after the second equality and also took the disorder average. We assume the modes are in local equilibrium so that the temperatures T α are actually local temperatures at point x.
χ ss (t) is an odd function of t so tχ ss (t) is even and so the integral vanishes for s = s . Therefore, (χ s,−s = −s)
Ignoring a's (assuming aT β /v β < 1) and changing variables to t = −s(t + i 1 2Tα ),
Expanding the integrand to first order in
Dropping the odd terms in the integrand
with g V defined in (B.16).
C Equilibration in contacts for a general QH state
In this appendix we discuss the role of contacts in measurements of the electrical and thermal Hall conductance. We will consider the two-terminal setup in Figure 1 . Following [28, 29] , we write down the total action of the edge of a quantum Hall bar plus leads as
S contact tunnleing tunnels electrons between the contacts, left or right, and the edge modes of the quantum Hall bar. We assume S contact tunneling does not change the low temperature phase of S QH edge + S contact so we can treat this term perturbatively. This can be either because this term is irrelevant or because its corresponding coupling is small. Also for simplicity, we assume there is no short-ranged Coulomb interactions between electrons in the contact and electrons in the Hall bar.
For S contact Chamon and Fradkin [29] showed that, in the contacts, modes that contribute to tunneling can be modeled as a ν = 1 chiral Luttinger liquid:
For the modes in the quantum Hall bar we assume an action similar to (2.1). S contact tunneling has a similar form as S tunneling in 2.1 and so we will write all tunneling terms as S all tunn = S contact tunneling + S tunnelling (C.3)
where the sum over N + 1 modes means we are also including the contact mode. We treat the case where all tunnelings terms are irrelevant. Following our discussion in Section 2.1 the treatment for disordered fixed points yield similar results.
We write the total action as S tot = S F.P. + S all tunn (C.5)
Similar to 2.1, the kinetic equation of charge in the ohmic regime is
For modes in the quantum Hall bar we again assume local equilibrium so thatĨ α (x) = η α σ 0 µ α (x). The contact mode is always at equilibrium with chemical potential µ c (µ c is equal to µ L and µ R for left and right lead respectively). So We impose periodic boundary conditions along the whole edge and solve the above equations to find the total currents propagating to the left and right, and use G = I total,right − I total,left µ L − µ R (C.10)
to find the two-terminal conductance. We see that the form of these equations and boundary conditions are independent of Λ and consequently of the Coulomb interactions. However g p 's do depend on the Coulomb interactions as well the nature of the low-energy fixed point.
We also write down kinetic equations for heat transport when the edge modes and contacts are generally at different temperatures (see B.40 and also 2.1 for the definition of J α ):
and find the two-terminal conductance as
Although it's not hard to solve the above equations (at least numerically) for a general quantum Hall bar, in order to isolate the effect of contacts and inter-mode equilibration, first we will try to look at the solution of above equations when there's no direct tunneling between the edge modes.
To be more concrete let's look at the simple example of the FQH state at filling fraction ν = 2/3 which has two edge modes: a downstream integer mode φ 1 with η 1 = ν 1 = 1 and one fractional mode φ 2 with η 2 = −1 and ν 2 = 1 3 [43] . The action is S = S 1 + S 2 + S 12 + S tunneling,12 , (C.14) i = 1, 2 :
The general operator that tunnels one electron from the contact to the quantum Hall bar is of the form with g c,k ∼ W c,k T 2∆ c,k −2 (∆ c,k is the scaling dimension of e −iφ 1 +ik(φ 1 −η 2 φ 2 /ν 2 ) e iηcφc ). For heat transport we have
(C.23)
Here Λ has the form
.
For a general k, V c,k transfers electrons between the φ 1 and φ 2 channels, in addition to the transfer of an electron from the contacts. To isolate the effect of the contacts as much as possible, we only consider tunneling interactions that don't directly tunnel electrons between the φ 1 and φ 2 modes, i.e. when k = 0 where an electron is transferred from the contact to the φ 1 mode and k = 1 where an electron is transferred from the contact to the φ 2 mode. The kinetic equations for charge transport, only including k = 0, 1 tunnelings, are ∂ x I 1 (x) = g c,1 (σ 0 µ c − I 1 (x)) (C.25)
By solving these equations, we see that in the limit g c,1 L c 1, g c,2 L c 1 (L c is length of contact c), mode φ i upon emanating from the contact c has current I i = η i ν i σ 0 µ c . More specifically 
Here we see a difference between the equations for charge and heat tranport: when there is no direct tunneling between the fractional modes, the charge currents equilibrate with contacts independently and there is no current exchange between φ 1 and φ 2 . The situation is different for heat exchange: when v 12 = 0 the conductivity coefficient g1 ,2 is non-zero and modesφ 1 andφ 2 do exchange heat and so the thermal conductance can take values between i η i c i = 0 and i c i = 2, with c i being the central charge of mode φ i . At finite temperature, there always exists tunnelings between the edge modes that modify these conductances. These tunnelings generally happen along all parts of the edge of the quantum Hall bar, including the parts in the proximity to the contacts. However, for simplicity we assume all inter-mode equilibration only occurs wherever there is no contact tunneling, i.e., at the top and bottom edge of the quantum Hall bar in Figure 1 . This means that in the case of charge currents, we assume no direct tunneling between the modes in the quantum Hall bar in the contacts region. In the case of thermal currents, the role of g1 ,2 in the contacts is played by inter-mode tunnelings at the top and bottom edge of Hall bar in Figure 1 that we will be including. Therefore, we take g Q 1,2 = 0 in the contacts for simplicity. Then, solving C.27a we find that for g Q c,1 L c 1, g Q c,2 L c 1 the modeφ α carries heat current J Q α =η αcα κ 0 T 2 c 2 upon leaving the contact (c α is the central charge of modeφ α ). When finding the electrical and thermal conductance of the anti-Pfaffian state, we always assume the contacts are ideal. This means that the length of contacts are long enough so that mode φ i carries charge current I i = η i ν i σ 0 µ c upon leaving the contact region, while the modeφ α carries the heat currentJ Q α =η αcα κ 0 T 2 c 2 upon leaving the contact.
